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Bringing the Trade Show To You — SPRING 2023

See cover article, advertisements on new products and featured specials inside...
Your ONE SOURCE for books, tools, accessories and recordings for holistic living.

Pictured: Ru-Lee Story
photo © Sam Delos Reys

Your Tarot Toolkit presents fast and effective 
ways to work with your daily draw. Ru-Lee Story 
makes it easy to begin a daily tarot practice and 
raise your confidence one card at a time!
ISBN: 9780738774114 | $24.99

Turn Your Deck into a Trusty 
Toolkit with Daily Activities 
and Intuitive Wisdom



ROBERT SIMMONS
Bestselling author of

The Book of Stones and The Alchemy of Stones

THE BOOK OF  
MOLDAVITE
Starborn Stone of Transformation

Suzanne Worthley

A Complete Guide to 
Multidimensional Empathing 

and Energetic Protection

CONFIDENT
EMPATH

Heal Your
Ancestral Roots
Release the Family Patterns 
That Hold You Back
Anuradha Dayal-Gulati, Ph.D.
Exploring the energetic principles that 
govern your family lineage, Anuradha 
Dayal-Gulati explains the many ways your 
ancestral field can support you as well as 
how it can hold you captive. She discusses 
the importance of honoring your ancestors 
and provides exercises and tools to help 
you recognize and release negative family 
patterns and heal ancestral trauma.
$18.99 • Paperback • 288 pages
ISBN 978-1-64411-774-3

The Book of Moldavite
Starborn Stone of 
Transformation
Robert Simmons

In this full-color guide illustrated with 
hundreds of photographs, Robert Simmons 
tells the story of his discovery of Moldavite’s 
magic, weaving his knowledge of the stone’s 
spiritual qualities together with scientific 
and historical data as well as channeled 
information. He looks at Moldavite energy 
tools, explains how to use Moldavite in 
photonic layouts to transmit healing energy, 
and shares Moldavite meditations for 
expanding awareness.

$26.00 • Paperback • 256 pages
Full-color throughout
ISBN 978-1-64411-912-9

New Releases FROM

Heirloom Artcraft 43.3pt
37/44pt

MetaPlus Medium rom 22.8/28 pt
MetaPlus Book rom 15 pt 

The Ayurvedic Adaptogen for 
Rejuvenation and Immune Power

Wolfgang Windmann Ph.D.

Shilajit
The Ayurvedic Adaptogen for 
Anti-aging and Immune Power
Wolfgang Windmann, Ph.D.
Known as the “black gold of the Himalayas,” 
Shilajit, or mumijo, is a traditional Ayurvedic 
remedy little known in the Western world. 
In this practical guide, Wolfgang Windmann, 
Ph.D., explores how to use Shilajit for a 
strong immune system, enhanced cognitive 
performance, protection from toxic stress, 
healing inflammation, and anti-aging benefits.
$17.99 • Paperback • 160 pages
Full-color throughout
ISBN 978-1-64411-763-7

Twelve Essential Oils
of the Bible
Ancient Healing Oils and Their 
Contemporary Uses
Karin Opitz-Kreher and 
Johannes Huber
Examining the ancient uses of essential oils, 
both in ritual and for health, Karin Opitz-
Kreher and Johannes Huber present an 
in-depth look at 12 essential oils mentioned 
frequently in the Bible, including how to use 
them for healing and well-being today.
$14.99 • Paperback • 96 pages
Full-color throughout
ISBN 978-1-64411-765-1

The Ancient Tradition
of Angels
The Power and Influence of 
Sacred Messengers
Normandi Ellis
Forewords by Jean Houston, Ph.D. 
and Lynn Andrews

Normandi Ellis looks at the angelic dimensions 
of spiritual traditions around the world from 
the ancient past to present day, showing how 
angels are beings of light consciousness. 
She explores angels from Judeo-Christian 
and Islamic faiths, Hinduism and Buddhism, 
the beliefs of ancient Egypt, Yezidism, and 
Zoroastrianism as well as contemporary 
angelic encounters, including her own.

$20.00 • Paperback • 280 pages
Includes 24-page color insert
ISBN 978-1-59143-439-9

Confident Empath
A Complete Guide to 
Multidimensional Empathing 
and Energetic Protection
Suzanne Worthley

Exploring all of the ways one can feel and 
perceive energies from human energy 
fields, places, paranormal situations, and 
across dimensions, Suzanne Worthley 
offers advanced strategies for energetically 
protecting yourself and your loved ones and 
explains how to release limiting beliefs to 
evolve from fear-based empathing to love-
based empathy.

$22.99 • Paperback • 288 pages
ISBN 978-1-64411-755-2

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20475~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC


from Hay House

DECKS 
& JOURNALS

Crystal Ball Pocket Oracle
Athene Noctua

9781401972578 • $9.99
On Sale Date: 03/21/23

Ask and it is answered with this 13-card 
pocket oracle deck featuring beautiful, na-
ture-inspired artwork and straightforward 

answers to yes or no questions.

SHE Sirens Oracle
Lisa Lister

9781788179348 • $24.99
On Sale Date: 03/21/23

Discover your inner siren and unleash the 
freedom, love, power and pleasure from 
within, with guidance from bestselling 

author of Witch.

How to Love Yourself
Louise Hay

9781401972455 • $14.99
On Sale Date: 04/04/23

Elegant guided journal based on the work 
of Louise Hay, packed with affirmations 
and inspirational prompts on confidence, 

self-love, and compassion.

Wisdom Del Alma
Christine Gutierrez 

9781401970642 • $22.99
On Sale Date: 04/04/23

A self-love affirmation deck for the soul by 
a Latina woman, for Latina and BIWOC 

women.

Dream Weaver’s Oracle
Colette Baron-Reid 

9781401962036 • $24.99
On Sale Date: 03/14/23

Reveal the threads of fate and weave your 
dreams into the fabric of reality with this 
oracle deck that connects readers to our 
forgotten mystical allies, the dream weavers.

Grimalkin’s Curious Cats Tarot
MJ Cullinane

9781401970697 • $29.99
On Sale Date: 04/04/23

From the creator of the Crow Tarot, a 
richly illustrated 80-card tarot deck and 

guidebook perfect for cat lovers.

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20472~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC


WILD UNKNOWN TAROT DECK AND GUIDEBOOK 
(78-card deck & 208-page guidebook)

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 125564 | 9780062466594 | $39.99

The Wild Unknown tarot deck is a work of art that explores the mysteries of 
the natural world and the animal kingdom.

WILD UNKNOWN ANIMAL SPIRIT DECK & 
GUIDEBOOK: Official Keepsake Box Set…

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 128489 | 9780062742865 | $39.99

Each of the 63 gorgeous oracle cards captures a stunning portrait of 
creatures both real and mythical.

WILD UNKNOWN ARCHETYPES DECK & 
GUIDEBOOK …

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 132382 | 9780062871770 | $39.99

The Wild Unknown Archetypes deck includes 78 circular oracle cards divided 
into four suits: The Selves, The Places, The Tools, and The Initiations.

WILD UNKNOWN POCKET TAROT: 
Deck & Guidebook

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 136331 | 9780063113732 | $19.99

A compact, portable version of Kim Krans’ New York Times bestselling tarot 
deck and guidebook, featuring her lush four color illustrations.

MOONOLOGY ORACLE CARDS
 

Boland, Yasmin & Rowan, Nyx
 SKU: 129361 | 9781781809969 | $19.99

The cards in the deck provide answers to the user’s questions about their life 
as well as offering teachings on moon phases and moon positions.

LIGHT SEER’S TAROT 
(78-card deck & guidebook) 

Chris-Anne
 SKU: 132091 | 9781401958039 | $24.99

The expressive people and symbols depicted on each of the 78 cards tell 
stories, ask questions, and provide answers.

ROSE ORACLE: 
A 44-Card Deck & Guidebook

Campbell, Rebecca & Katie-Louise
 SKU: 137220 | 9781788172356 | $26.99

This oracle opens the doorway to the physical and spiritual teachings of 
Mother Rose, may her mysteries call you home to your own true nature …

STARSEED ORACLE: 
A 53-Card Deck & Guidebook
Campbell, Rebecca & Noel, Danielle

 SKU: 132043 | 9781788172882 | $24.99
The Starseed Oracle is a breathtaking 52—card oracle deck that works 
as a visual support system for starseeds, empaths, lightworkers, and seekers.

MOONOLOGY MANIFESTATION ORACLE: 
A 48-Card Deck & Guidebook

Boland, Yasmin & Menna, Lori
 SKU: 136059 | 9781788176521 | $21.99

A beautiful card deck to help you get in tune with the Moon and manifest a 
life full of abundance, magic, and joy. 

WORK YOUR LIGHT ORACLE CARDS 
(44-card deck & guidebook)
Campbell, Rebecca & Noel, Danielle

 SKU: 129359 | 9781781809952 | $21.99
This beautiful 44-card oracle deck has been created to help you light up the 
world with your presence. 

AFRICAN GODDESS RISING ORACLE: 
A 44-Card Deck & Guidebook

Abrams, Abiola
 SKU: 136065 | 9781401963101 | $19.99

A breathtakingly beautiful oracle deck of 44 African goddesses, spirits, 
queens, and ancestors from many powerful peoples and pantheons… 

SPIRIT ANIMAL ORACLE 
(62-card deck) 
Baron-Reid, Colette

 SKU: 129953 | 9781401952792 | $34.99
Internationally acclaimed oracle expert and best-selling author Colette Baron-
Reid has created a unique oracle card deck that opens a gateway … 

Enjoy 50% OFF these listed products & titles  
during the month of MARCH
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ANGELS AND ANCESTORS ORACLE CARDS
 

Gray, Kyle & Moses, Lily
 SKU: 129936 | 9781788170017 | $21.99

A one-of-a-kind oracle card deck that combines Angelic guidance with 
Aboriginal, Native American, Celtic, and Earth based spiritualities. 

ANGEL ANSWERS ORACLE CARDS:  
A 44-Card Deck & Guidebook (new edition)

Valentine, Radleigh C
 SKU: 132841 | 9781401959241 | $19.99

Its simple to receive and understand your angels’ messages with this oracle 
deck, beautifully illustrated by Marius Michael—George.

DIVINE FEMININE ORACLE: A 53-Card Deck & 
Guidebook For Embodying Love

Watterson, Meggan
 SKU: 129363 | 9781401953645 | $24.99

In this exquisite oracle deck, Meggan Watterson has gathered together the 
saints, mystics, gurus, and goddesses from the world religions …

MYSTICAL SHAMAN ORACLE CARDS
 

Villoldo, Alberto & Baron-Reid, Colette & Lobos, Marcela
 SKU: 128522 | 9781401952501 | $39.99

Three master teachers and healers,Alberto Villoldo, Colette Baron-Reid, and 
Marcela Lobos brought their wisdom and talents together to create this…

UNIVERSE HAS YOUR BACK: 
A 52-Card Deck

Bernstein, Gabrielle & Ezra, Michaela
 SKU: 127785 | 9781781809334 | $21.99

These 52 messages, on beautifully illustrated cards, will help you find 
strength when you are down, synchronicity when you are lost…

ASK YOUR GUIDES ORACLE CARDS 
(guidebook & 52 card deck)

Choquette, Sonia
 SKU: 10591 | 9781401903244 | $24.99

This 52-card psychic-intuitive oracle card deck and its accompanying 
guidebook are based on the traditional Minor Arcana of the Tarot. 

SACRED FOREST ORACLE: 52 Cards To Open 
Energy Portals Of A Higher Dimension

Linn, Denise
 SKU: 135112 | 9781401960452 | $22.99

Each card in this deck is a special key that opens an energy portal to the 
Sacred Forest, a realm similar to the legends of Tibetan Shambhala…

GUARDIAN OF THE NIGHT TAROT: 
A 78-Card Deck & Guidebook

Cullinane, M J
 SKU: 137921 | 9781401969080 | $29.99

Read intuitively with the detailed, lush artwork or consult the comprehensive 
guidebook filled with animal stories and messages from your guides.

SHAMAN’S DREAM ORACLE: 
A 64-Card Deck & Guidebook
Villoldo, Alberto & Baron-Reid, Colette

 SKU: 135111 | 9781401959128 | $29.99
The Shaman’s Dream Oracle is a powerful collaboration between master 
teachers, bringing together the wisdom of a rich shamanic lineage.

EARTH MAGIC ORACLE CARDS: 
A 48-Card Deck & Guidebook

Farmer, Steven D
 SKU: 107428 | 9781401925352 | $22.99

"Earth Magic" offers a unique synthesis of ancient practices and philosophies 
that have proven to help heal the spiritual causes of physical, emotional illnesses.

GODDESS POWER ORACLE  
(52-card & guidebook)

Baron-Reid, Colette
 SKU: 133139 | 9781401959340 | $22.99

Striking, elegant interpretations of 52 goddesses from cultures all over the 
world await you in Goddess Power Oracle.

ANGEL TAROT CARDS (78-card deck & 
guidebook) (new edition)

Valentine, Radleigh C & Roberts, Steve A
 SKU: 129188 | 9781401955960 | $29.99

All of the words in this deck, as well as the illustrations, are positive and 
beautiful, while still retaining the magical effectiveness of traditional tarot.

MUSE TAROT: 
A 78-Card Deck & Guidebook

Chris-Anne
 SKU: 133449 | 9781401958329 | $26.99

The Muse Tarot will illuminate your path towards inspiration and magic with 
its bright symbolism and powerful Muse energy.

KEEPERS OF THE LIGHT ORACLE CARDS 
(44-card deck)

Gray, Kyle & Moses, Lily
 SKU: 124654 | 9781781806968 | $19.99

The new Keepers of the Light oracle card deck draws together 44 Ascended 
Masters, spiritual deities, and beings from many world traditions.

PSYCHIC TAROT ORACLE DECK 
(65-card deck) (blue box)

Holland, John
 SKU: 98675 | 9781401918668 | $24.99

The 65 beautifully illustrated cards help you develop intuitive insights about 
relationships, career, and other areas of life.

WANDERING STAR TAROT: 
An 80-Card Deck & Guidebook

Pierce, Cat
 SKU: 136052 | 9781401964412 | $26.99

The Wandering Star Tarot is a compass for seekers and dreamers in search of 
the treasures that lie within the heart, mind, and spirit.
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ANGEL GUIDE ORACLE: 
A 44-Card Deck & Guidebook

Gray, Kyle & Hawkyard, Jennifer
 SKU: 134233 | 9781788173612 | $19.99

The Angel Guide Oracle card deck is a bridge between Heaven and Earth, 
bringing together 44 guardian angels with powerful, loving and insight. 

AKASHIC TAROT: 
A 62-Card Deck & Guidebook

Klingler, Sharon A & Taylor, Sandra Anne
 SKU: 127813 | 9781401950446 | $24.99

Let this amazing 62-card Tarot deck transport you to the Great Hall of 
Records to find the answers you seek.

FOUR AGREEMENTS CARDS 
(4” x 4”; 2-sided full-color cards in gift box)

Ruiz, Don Miguel
 SKU: 21757 | 9781561708772 | $19.99

The Four Agreements, this deck provides a simple yet powerful code of 
conduct for attaining personal freedom and true happiness

MYSTIC MONDAYS TAROT 
(78 cards & guidebook; boxed)

Duong, Grace
 SKU: 132871 | 9781452176383 | $24.95

Mystic Mondays is full of positive vibes that invite you to start fresh any day 
of the week and helps you connect to your intuition.

WILD UNKNOWN ALCHEMY DECK AND 
GUIDEBOOK …

Krans, Kim
 SKU: 138604 | 9781797212579 | $40.00

In the finale to her New York Times bestselling series, The Wild Unknown, 
author Kim Krans invites you to discover the ancient mysteries of Alchemy.

STAR SPINNER TAROT 
(81-cards & guidebook)

Trungles
 SKU: 133480 | 9781452180069 | $24.95

The Star Spinner Tarot reinterprets classic tarot imagery for a more inclusive 
and diverse reflection of the modern world.

CAT TAROT 
(78-card deck & guidebook)

Kott, Megan Lynn
 SKU: 131313 | 9781452173634 | $19.95

This entertaining modern twist to the classic tarot combines authenticity with 
a feline sense of humor in a complete deck for experienced and new readers.

MURDER OF CROWS TAROT 
(78-card deck & instruction booklet)

Roi, Corrado
 SKU: 133968 | 9780738766423 | $26.95

As an omen bringer, messenger, and scavenger, the crow has no master. It 
brings you the answers you need, although not always what you wanted.

SANTA MUERTE TAROT: 
Book Of The Dead …

Listrani, Fabio
 SKU: 128738 | 9780738754383 | $26.95

A masterpiece of inspired imagery, this tarot deck is a powerful tool for 
working with the mysticism associated with the Day of the Dead.

TAROT OF THE DIVINE: A Deck & Guidebook 
Inspired By Deities, Folklore & Fairy Tales …

Yoshitani, Yoshi
 SKU: 134551 | 9780593135143 | $19.99

Take a step forward on your spiritual journey with this gorgeously illustrated 
celebration of deities, folklore, and fairy tales from all over the world.

FOUNTAIN TAROT: 
Illustrated Deck & Guidebook

Saiz, Jonathan & Gruhl, Jason & Todaro, Andi
 SKU: 127912 | 9781611805482 | $40.00

The Fountain Tarot reveals creative opportunities, awakens fresh viewpoints, 
and offers a new take on life’s possibilities.

DISNEY VILLAINS TAROT DECK AND GUIDEBOOK 
(78-card deck & guidebook)

Siegel, Minerva
 SKU: 135576 | 9781647221560 | $24.99

Disney’s most iconic villains have taken over tarot in this dastardly take on a 
traditional 78—card deck wicked villains. 

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS TAROT
 (78-card deck & guidebook)
Siegel, Minerva & Larson, Abigail

 SKU: 134515 | 9781683839699 | $24.99
Disney’s iconic film The Nightmare Before Christmas is now an enchanting 
tarot set, offering a frightful but friendly take on the traditional 78 card deck.

HOCUS POCUS TAROT 
(78-card deck & 128-page guidebook)

Siegel, Minerva & Schafer, Tori
 SKU: 137960 | 9781647225728 | $24.99

Bring a touch of witchcraft into your tarot practice with this illustrated deck 
inspired by Hocus Pocus! 

STRANGER THINGS TAROT DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK

Gilly, Casey & Szalay, Sandor
 SKU: 138071 | 9781647227432 | $27.99

Let Eleven, Jim Hopper, and other beloved residents of Hawkins, Indiana 
guide your tarot practice with this otherworldly tarot deck and guidebook.

LABYRINTH TAROT DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK

Siegel, Minerva
 SKU: 136754 | 9781647221829 | $24.99

Characters from Jim Henson’s beloved classic Labyrinth try their hand at tarot 
in this whimsical take on a traditional 78—card tarot deck.
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ALICE IN WONDERLAND TAROT DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK

Siegel, Minerva
 SKU: 136376 | 9781647224813 | $24.99

Experience the magic of Disney’s Alice in Wonderland like never before in this 
enchanting and delightfully unique take on the traditional 78 card tarot deck.

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS TAROT DECK 
AND GUIDEBOOK GIFT SET …

Siegel, Minerva & Larson, Abigail
 SKU: 138075 | 9781647226985 | $45.00

The Nightmare Before Christmas is now an enchanting tarot set, offering a 
frightful-but-friendly take on the traditional 78-card deck.

SUPERNATURAL TAROT DECK AND GUIDEBOOK 
(78-card deck & 128-page guidebook)

Siegel, Minerva
 SKU: 135994 | 9781647221218 | $24.99

Join the hunt for answers with this collectible Supernatural tarot deck and 
guidebook, featuring Sam and Dean Winchester, their friends and…

MEDICINE CARDS: The Discovery Of Power 
Through The Way Of The Animals …

Sams, Jamie & Carson, D
 SKU: 31865 | 9780312204914 | $29.95

Discover the tool that millions of people worldwide are using for guidance, 
inspiration, and help in finding answers to life’s questions.

MODERN WITCH TAROT DECK

Sterle, Lisa
 SKU: 132698 | 9781454938682 | $26.99

Illustrator Lisa Sterle marries the symbolism of the traditional Rider Waite 
Smith deck with youthful, stylish characters and items from our modern lives.

WICCAPEDIA SPELL DECK: A Compendium Of 
100 Spells & Rituals For The Modern-Day Witch

Greenaway, Leanna & Robbins, Shawn & Bedell, Charity
 SKU: 134855 | 9781454941736 | $26.99

With 100 key spells, this stunning deck from the expert authors of the 
bestselling Wiccapedia books covers everything the modern witch needs.

WILDWOOD TAROT: 
Wherein Wisdom Resides (78 cards & book)

Ryan, Mark & Matthews, John & Worthington, Will
 SKU: 109503 | 9781402781063 | $24.95

This stunning new deck introduces us to classic forest archetypes--including 
the Green Man and Woman, Archer, and Blasted Oak…

SEASONS OF THE WITCH: 
Beltane Oracle (44-card deck & 144-page book)

Anderson, Lorriane & Diaz, Juliet
 SKU: 137121 | 9781925946789 | $24.95

Each of the 44 cards in this oracle deck is a seed of spiritual guidance 
inspired by ancient Beltane theme.

MACABRE TAROT 
(78-card deck & 128-page book)

West, Sam
 SKU: 136155 | 9781925946734 | $34.95

The Macabre Tarot tempts you to turn away from the light and embrace the 
dark while following the traditional tarot structure.

SEASONS OF THE WITCH: 
Samhain Oracle…

Anderson, Lorriane & Diaz, Juliet
 SKU: 134464 | 9781925924657 | $24.95

This beautifully designed book and 44 card deck set will connect you to the 
spirit realm to bring healing, understanding, protection and guidance.

SEASONS OF THE WITCH: 
Yule Oracle (44-card deck & 144-page book)

Anderson, Lorriane & Diaz, Juliet
 SKU: 136145 | 9781925946222 | $24.95

In Seasons of the Witch: Yule Oracle you’ll discover 44 healing messages to 
align you with the divine wisdom of the year’s darkest night.

SOUL CARDS I 
(3-1/4” x 5”; 60 color cards; 36 page manual)

Koff-Chapin, Deborah
 SKU: 42699 | 9780964562301 | $24.95

This exquisite set of cards, created by renowned artist Deborah Koff-Chapin guides 
you into a living relationship with the images through silent contemplation.

SOUL CARDS II 
(3-1/4” x 5”; 60 color cards; 36 page manual)

Koff-Chapin, Deborah
 SKU: 42696 | 9780964562356 | $24.95

Like the best-selling Soulcards, Soulcards II is an exquisite set of 60 color 
cards which speak directly to the soul through images.

PORTALS OF PRESENCE 
(72-card deck & instruction book; boxed)

Koff-Chapin, Deborah
 SKU: 134260 | 9780996463430 | $26.95

Enter a deeper relationship with yourself and the world via the language 
of the human face.

STAR TAROT: Your Path To Self-Discovery 
Through Cosmic Symbolism (2nd edition)

McClelland, Cathy
 SKU: 133297 | 9780764359507 | $34.99

Continue along your path of self-discovery through cosmic symbolism with 
the second edition of The Star Tarot! 

MIXED EMOTIONS: A Tool That Helps You Make 
Decisions, Solve Problems, Resolve Conflicts…

Martin, Petra & Wiltse, Illustrator, Kris
 SKU: 132989 | 9780970164001 | $29.99

You were born with an inner guidance system, your feelings, and the Mixed 
Emotions card deck can help you learn to use it.
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KUAN YIN ORACLE SET 
(44-card deck & guidebook)
Fairchild, Alana & Hao, Illust., Zeng

 SKU: 113735 | 9780987204189 | $25.95
Features 44 cards and detailed 144-page guidebook, packaged in a 
hard-cover box set. 

RUMI ORACLE CARDS: 
An Invitation Into The Heart Of The Divine …

Fairchild, Alana & Rassouli
 SKU: 122521 | 9781922161680 | $25.95

This oracle deck will strengthen and illuminate your connection with this 
beautiful and powerful soul who loves you with a fierce passion.

WHITE LIGHT ORACLE: Enter The Luminous Heart 
of the Sacred (44 cards/guidebook, boxed)

Fairchild, Alana & Gonzalez, Illust., A. Andrew
 SKU: 132996 | 9781925538755 | $28.95

You have a light within you. Trust in that light and in your own courage. The 
light is strong enough to guide, support and empower

DREAMS OF GAIA TAROT: Matte Edition (deck) 
(81 cards & guidebook, boxed)

Phelan, Ravynne
 SKU: 124317 | 9781922161956 | $37.95

This deck will strengthen your connection to your divine self, whilst helping 
you to identify and heal past experiences that hold you back.

RIDER-WAITE TAROT DECK

Waite, A E & Smith, Pamela C
 SKU: 39929 | 9780913866139 | $21.95

The deck contains 22 Major Arcana and 56 Lesser Arcana cards illustrated in 
full color (includes instruction booklet).

CROW TAROT 
(78-card deck & 88-page guidebook)

Cullinane, M J
 SKU: 131470 | 9781572819610 | $22.95

Paying homage to the mystical energy of crows and ravens, Crow Tarot 
invites us to fly through the veil and connect with our intuitive powers.

ETHEREAL VISIONS: Illuminated Tarot Deck 
(80-card deck & 48-page booklet)

Hughes, Matt
 SKU: 129549 | 9781572819252 | $23.95

Every detailed image in  the 80-card deck is hand drawn and colored and 
each card is illuminated with gold foil stamping, to elegant effect.

ALEISTER CROWLEY THOTH TAROT DECK (78 
cards; original version of large deck) (green)

Crowley, Aleister
 SKU: 8589 | 9780913866153 | $31.95

Thoth Tarot Deck contains the kabbalistic and astrological attributions 
described in Aleister Crowley’s The Book of Thoth.

SPIRITSONG TAROT 
(78-card deck & 108-page guidebook)

Cassidy, Paulina
 SKU: 128152 | 9781572818231 | $23.95

The Spiritsong Tarot structure is based on the traditional tarot, containing the 
22 Major, the 54 Minor Arcana, and four suits.

RADIANT RIDER WAITE TAROT DECK

Waite, A E & Smith, Pamela C
 SKU: 38437 | 9781572814134 | $21.95

All who use and appreciate the classic Rider Waite deck will love this new 
version, It’s completely faithful to the original, but has been vibrantly recolored.

MINIATURE RIDER-WAITE TAROT DECK 
(3” x 1-3/4”)

Waite, A E & Smith, Pamela C
 SKU: 32630 | 9780913866597 | $15.95

The Miniature Rider Waite Tarot Deck is a smaller version of the Rider 
Waite Tarot Deck.

ALEISTER CROWLEY THOTH TAROT DECK 
(small 78-card deck) (purple)

Crowley, Aleister
 SKU: 8588 | 9780880793087 | $25.95

Crowley Thoth Tarot Deck Small features 78 cards painted by Lady Frieda 
Harris according to instructions from the occult scholar, Aleister Crowley.

POCKET RIDER-WAITE DECK 
(3-1/2” x 2-1/4”)

Waite, A E & Smith, Pamela C
 SKU: 37067 | 9780880793469 | $19.95

A pocket-sized version of the popular Rider-Waite Tarot including 22 Major 
Arcana and 56 Minor Arcana.

ORIGINAL ANGEL CARDS: Inspirational 
Messages and Meditations…

Tyler, Kathy & Drake, Joy
 SKU: 125499 | 9780934245524 | $11.95

Created by Kathy Tyler and Joy Drake, each Angel card quality evokes your 
intuitive abilities and renews your spiritual connection. 

ORIGINAL ANGEL CARDS AND BOOK SET: 
Inspirational Messages and Meditations…

Tyler, Kathy & Drake, Joy
 SKU: 125473 | 9780934245517 | $19.95

Created by Kathy Tyler and Joy Drake, each Angel card quality evokes your intuitive 
abilities and renews your spiritual connection. Set contains book and deck.

CRYSTAL DEVA CARDS: The Mineral Kingdom’s 
Messages of Hope and Self-Empowerment …

Watlington, Cindy
 SKU: 16635 | 9780965298001 | $29.95

The Crystal Deva Cards contain information channeled from the Crystal 
Devas, to help humankind heal the emotional and spiritual life lessons.
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BLESSING CARDS: Communicate Your Love, 
Gratitude And Caring…

Tyler, Kathy & Drake, Joy
 SKU: 115935 | 9780965903288 | $12.95

Blessing Cards are a dynamic tool for self-development, transformation and 
opening to the power of the universe.

SACRED SYMBOLS HEALING CARDS 
(72-card deck)

Logan, Jean
 SKU: 120940 | 9781633156777 | $34.95

This 72-card deck and accompanying booklet by Dr. Jean Logan, author of 
Unlocking the Power of Glyphs, Sacred Symbols of Light…

MYTHICAL GODDESS TAROT 
(78 cards & guidebook, boxed)
Skaggs, Katherine & Holloway, Sage

 SKU: 134275 | 9781734989823 | $29.95
The Mythical Goddess Tarot gives us the ancient future universal myths and 
stories of the deep feminine principle with new inspiration and hope.

MASTERS OF LIGHT WISDOM ORACLE 
(44 cards & 126 pg guidebook, boxed)

Skaggs, Katherine
 SKU: 138875 | 9781737375746 | $25.99

The Masters of Light Wisdom Oracle is a boxed set of 44-beautifully 
illustrated cards and a full-color 128-page guidebook…

ARTIST SHAMAN HEALER SAGE: Timeless 
Wisdom, Practices, Ritual, and Ceremony …

Skaggs, Katherine
 SKU: 135612 | 9781737375753 | $29.99

A beautiful, full color illustrated 264-page book filled with timeless shamanic 
teachings, practices, rituals, and ceremonies for making change in your life.

HOODOO TAROT: 
78-Card Deck & Book For Rootworkers

McQuillar, Tayannah Lee & Foisy, Katelan V
 SKU: 133248 | 9781620558737 | $35.00

The Hoodoo Tarot integrates esoteric and botanical knowledge from Hoodoo 
with the divination system of the Tarot.

REBEL DECK: 
Original (60 cards w/instruction card, boxed)

Gomez, Shannon
 SKU: 132019 | 860613002606 | $27.97

This deck is rebellious, foul mouthed and raw. As the cards what you need to 
know RIGHT NOW. These messages will tell it like it is  no interpretation needed.

NAKED HEART TAROT 
(79 card deck & guidebook, boxed)

Wilde, Jillian C.
 SKU: 136327 | 9781775052531 | $39.99

This beautifully designed animal and nature based tarot features gorgeous 
artwork on 79 matte laminated cards, a 156 page guidebook.

ORIGINAL PLEIADIAN WISDOM ORACLE CARDS 
(78 cards w/instruction booklet, boxed)

Orleane, Pia Smith & Smith, Cullen Baird
 SKU: 137851 | 9781736703595 | $39.95

These Oracle Cards are infused and encoded with Pleiadian wisdom, stardust, 
light, and love! 

PLEIADIAN EARTH ENERGY 
CALENDAR 2023
Orleane, Pia Smith

 SKU: 138265 | 9781736703533 | $24.95
This calendar reveals deep universal wisdom from the stars, teaching us how 
to navigate relationships with ourselves, with each other…

WE'RE BRINGING THE  
TRADE SHOW TO YOU! 

Enjoy 50% OFF during  
the month of MARCH!

PLEASE NOTE: Prices shown in our listings reflect the standard retail 
pricing and are not indicative of sale prices.

Take charge of the  
change within yourself
Blessing Cards, created by Kathy Tyler and Joy 
Drake were developed to provide an enhanced 

force of spiritual action in coordination with the 
basic laws of the universal energy.

Tap into the powers of consciousness  
and the forces of attraction that work 

subconsciously in most of us.

Box: 4” x 4” x 1.375”  |  Cards: 1.2” x 1.9”  |  Bag: 4” x 6” 

210 Card Deck  |  ISBN: 9780965903288  |  $12.95
C o m e s  w i T h  o r g a n D y  D r aw s T r i n g  Bag
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From the Avatar of the Aquarian Age  
Alchemy is both a mystical and a divine art. Commune 
with heaven and receive keys to live a victorious life. 
Make your life alchemical and magical by love! Master 
the science of inner being to help create a world of 
freedom, enlightenment, peace and prosperity. 

Saint Germain on Advanced Alchemy 
Discover Alchemical Formulas  
for the Aquarian Age • Volume 2 
David Christopher Lewis

Quality Softcover • 368 pp. • 15 color plates 
978-1-63625-927-7 • $19.95
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Josephine Ellershaw teaches  
you how to link the cards together  

to produce a cohesive reading.

9780738768731
$22.99

Get rid of fear and uncertainty  
in romance readings with this  

guide from Elliot Adam.

9780738774114
$24.99

Your Tarot Toolkit presents fast  
and effective ways to work  

with your daily draw.

9780738768212 • $31.99
Unlock your intuition with wisdom from owls  

of all shapes and sizes. This Rider-Waite-Smith-based 
deck features spectacular artwork by Elisabeth Alba 

and a companion guide by Pamela Chen.
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It’s so easy for a daily tarot reading (or weekly, for that matter) to become 
rote. You draw a card, you nod knowingly at its possible meaning, and 
then you go about your day. I also don’t like it when tarot readings 
feel too abstract. We’ve likely all had the experience of drawing a daily 
card for ourselves, wrinkling our nose, and thinking, “Okay, but what 
does that actually mean for my day?” It can be frustrating at best and 
disheartening at worst. 

To counteract that feeling, and to prevent daily tarot draw activities from 
becoming stale, I like to have hands-on activities in mind for whatever 
card I may turn up. Oftentimes these activities take the form of open-
ended reflection questions upon which I can journal or meditate. I tend 
to use these reflections alongside my daily card draw, but you could 
just as easily use them for readings with a broader scope. To illustrate, 
let’s do a quick week-ahead reading and explore possible reflection 
questions for whatever cards may appear!

1. What should my focus be this week? 

2. Where might I falter this week? 

3. What might I find this week? 

Focus

Find

Falter

By Ru-Lee Story

Your Tarot Daily Card Draw
elevate This is a simple week-ahead 

spread I created. It’s broad 
enough to cover seven days, 
but not so sprawling that it 
feels overwhelming. It gives you 
an area to pay closer attention, 
a place to exercise caution, and 
a sense of what the week might 
bring you. 

Once you’ve drawn your cards 
and laid them out in the above 
configuration, take a moment to 
notice any patterns. Are there multiple 
cards in the same suit? Are there multiple 
major arcana cards? If so, that suit (or 
the arcana) would be ideal for some 
extra reflection. If there aren’t any obvious 
patterns–for instance, if you’ve drawn a 
Pentacle, a Wand, and a Major Arcana card–I w o u l d 
suggest reflecting on the suit you pulled for your focus card 
first. You can always come back and repeat reflections for your 
other two cards later. 

I’d love to give you reflection questions for every single card in the 
deck, but space does not allow. (If you want more in-depth activities 
and reflections, you can find them in my new book, Your Tarot 
Toolkit!) For our purposes here, I’ll offer a few reflection questions 
for each suit, plus the major arcana. 

 ◊ Wands: How might I cultivate creativity in my week? What 
actions should I take this week? How can I avoid burnout 
this week? 

 ◊ Cups: What relationships need attention this week? How 
can I check in with my feelings this week? What hurts or 
losses might I need to tend to this week?

 ◊ Swords: How can I cultivate thoughtfulness this week? What 
needs to be communicated this week? What unhealthy or 
painful thought patterns can I address this week? 

 ◊ Pentacles: How can I best manage my resources this week? 
What in my living space or workspace needs attention? What 
am I clinging to that I might let go of? 

 ◊ Major arcana: What areas in my life feel the most pressing 
right now? What changes am I expecting this week? How 
might I prepare for unexpected hang-ups? 

If you’re a more advanced tarot reader, you can also reflect on the 
cards’ relationships to each other. For example, let’s say you drew 

The week-ahead spread
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Your Tarot Toolkit
9780738774114 • $24.99 • Ru-Lee Story

the Hermit as your focus 
card, Nine of Swords as 
your falter card, and Page 

of Cups as your find card. 
Consider the meanings 

of each card 
and plug those 

meanings into a 
question. Here are 

just a few possibilities.

The Nine of Swords as a 
faltering point could point 

to anxiety, nightmares, 
and insomnia. But the 

Hermit as an area of focus 
says that self-sufficiency and 

introspection will serve you well 
in the week ahead. So, a reflection 

question to explore the connection 
between these two cards might be: How can self-sufficiency 

help me navigate anxiety this week?

The Page of Cups suggests that you may find inspiration and new 
hope. At first glance, this might seem at odds with the possibility of 

tripping over that Nine of Swords panic. But we can learn a great deal 
about ourselves by sitting with our fears. With that in mind, you might 

reflect on the question: How might I learn 
from my fears to be more open-minded?

As you can see, the sky is the limit when 
it comes to creating questions from the 
cards you pull. The only guideline to keep 
in mind is that you want open-ended 
questions that will leave plenty of space 
for introspection. Yes or no questions 
are not ideal. For instance, let’s say you 
wanted to explore the relationship between 
the Hermit and the Page of Cups. You 
might ask, “Do I need 
to spend time alone in 
order to find Page of Cups 
inspiration?” But this 
question could really 
only generate a yes, 
no, or maybe. A better, 
more open-ended way 

to frame the same question might be, “How can 
I best use my alone time to find inspiration?” A 
good rule of thumb is to start with words like who, 
what, when, where, and how. Avoid beginning 
with words like do, can, and should. 

As ever, it’s impossible to list every possible 
question for every possible card, not to mention 
the numerous combinations you may turn 
up, and the above is just one method of 
embodying and upgrading your readings. 
For further guidance on how to incorporate 
your daily draw into your daily life, check out 
Your Tarot Toolkit, which contains a wealth of affirmations, 
reflection questions, and hands-on activities.

© Sam Delos Reys



The term wayshower is being used with more and more frequency as humanity continues its evolutionary journey toward 
embracing and embodying higher levels of consciousness. Wayshowers are lightworkers with a strong commitment to serve 
others and share their gifts with all those who might benefit. Many wayshowers are driven at a soul level to partake in the 

creation of a new Earth, one that is grounded in community, harmony, compassion, and love.

Wayshowers can also embody the namesake through unassumingly inspiring others by living an authentic, positive, loving lifestyle. As 
a result of a wayshower’s ability to hold a higher vibration of light and more 5D love-based virtues, others are drawn to and inspired to 
“be like them.” You might be thinking now of the people you feel guided to emulate and model yourself after due to a deep respect for 
how they live, how they treat others, and how they make you feel.

But what about your beloved animal companions? Perhaps the very beings you share your home and heart with are also worthy of your 
attention and respect for how they model living in a higher state of consciousness and are connected to the greater whole. Perhaps 
their soul mission is to exemplify compassionate and loving traits to raise your consciousness to the next level and be your ascension 
guides to the higher dimensions. Perhaps they are the best representations of how to be a wayshower that you will ever rub noses with.

As lightworkers and wayshowers, many times our beloved companions are intentionally choosing to serve humanity in ways that might 
not always be obvious. One of the earliest memories a recent class attendee recalled was of her childhood family cat, Max. Christine 
shared that as an infant, she had a heightened level of fear of being alone in her crib. Her parents unknowingly contributed to her fears 
through their “let her cry it out” philosophy, but their beloved cat Max always responded to her need to be nurtured. Each and every 
night, he’d leap into her crib and curl up next to her, creating the safety and comfort baby Christine desired.

The nighttime fears persisted into her childhood years, and as Christine headed toward 
her room at bedtime, Max would predictably run to meet her in the hallway as if to say, I’m 
here! Everything is going to be okay! and then he’d snuggle up with her until she felt safe 
and fell asleep.

So, let’s look deeper into Max’s selfless acts during Christine’s childhood. Max, in his 
mission to serve Christine and alleviate her fears, is expressing one of the endless ways 
that animal wayshowers reveal themselves. Through his dependable nurturing, a part of 
her psyche learned that she was worthy of receiving love and comfort.

Christine revealed that her relationship with Max was pivotal in helping her to embody 
and emulate the qualities he so beautifully modeled. Even today, Christine is empathetic 
and compassionate to others needs because she learned the importance of being heard and 
cared for by her childhood feline friend. Max changed the trajectory of how she responds 
to and relates to others! He was a crucial early influencer and role model in Christine’s life 
through his high vibrational attributes. Can you imagine the countless times animals have 
positively enhanced children’s emotional development?

Let us never underestimate the profound effects of the animals that we are blessed to share our 
lives with, and how they contribute to shaping who we are today and who we are becoming.

Animal wayshowers are not only caretakers and healers, they can also dramatically shift our 
emotional development, teaching us that we are lovable and worthy of receiving love and are 

F R O M  C H A P T E R  1

What Is an Animal Wayshower?

The following is an excerpt from Animal Wayshowers: The Lightworkers Ushering in 5D Consciousness by Tammy Billups. 
© 2022, Printed with permission from the publisher Bear & Company, an imprint of Inner Traditions International

ANIMAL WAYSHOWERS:
The Lightworkers Ushering In  
5D Consciousness
ISBN: 9781591434436 • $18.00

Available Now!



completely accepted—perceived flaws and all. There are countless 
people that never knew what it felt like to be loved unconditionally 
until they shared their life with an animal. I happen to be one 
of those people. Upon experiencing that intimate, vulnerable, 
beautiful feeling for the first time by a kitten named Khalua, a 
decades-old barricade of protection released from my heart that 
I wasn’t aware was even there! This is at the heart of why people 
are magnetized to animals. It’s truly extraordinary when you think 
about the enormity of their ability to help humans to experience 
love. Animals’ contribution to the opening of humanity’s hearts 
is unparalleled.

The reach of the animal wayshower depends on the sacred soul 
pilgrimage they designed with their person to engage in during 
this lifetime. The animal with an expanded reach of sacred service 
has an intention and higher purpose, at a soul level, to reach more 
beings that will benefit from their transformational gifts. And they 
have likely teamed up with a person that allows this to unfold. 
Many of these animals are indeed old souls.

All beings, regardless of where they are on their evolutionary 
journey, are sparks of the Divine and are here to utilize their 
unique and valuable gifts to cultivate the growth experiences their 
souls long for to assist in their ascension process. Many times, the 
animals that are expressing their wayshower virtues are utilized 

in healing circles, schools, nursing homes, or to assist those with 
medical needs like blindness or PTSD, to name a few.

Be it old or young souls, two or four legs, all beings have wayshower 
traits within them to activate and utilize on behalf of something 
greater.

Sometimes animals are taking deeper dives into their own 
transformational journey alongside of their person, for they are 
also on their evolutionary journey and reside at varying levels 
of ascension. One being that is holding a higher vibration and 
expressing more wayshower traits is not “better” than other beings 
that are at a different level of learning. Several examples of this 
deeper dive type of relationship are revealed in the second part 
of this book. And even more incredibly, your animal might be 
hosting the soul of one of your spirit guides or soul group peers 
that has agreed to serve you and others in a more expansive way. 
Almost always in these cases, the feeling of familiarity and the deep 
love bond between this pairing is off the chart.

“The creatures that inhabit this 
earth, be they human beings or 
animals, are here to contribute, 
each in its own particular way, 
to the beauty and prosperity of 
the world.”
—Dalai Lama

Tammy Billups is an international healing practitioner, 
educator, and pioneer on the animal-human sacred soul 
partnership. The creator of animal-human Tandem Healings, 
she has been a Certified Interface Therapist (Bioenergetics) for 
over two decades. The author of Animal Soul Contracts and Soul 
Healing with Our Animal Companions, she lives near Atlanta, 
Georgia. https://www.tammybillups.com
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EVEN WHEN IT SEEMS LIKE the world has gone nuts, there is one thing that I know is true: at the core of my being, I am 
an artist. And I don’t just mean that I can paint or draw; in fact, I’ve never been particularly great at representational drawing. 
What I mean is that I make empowered creative choices about how I want to live my life and spend my time. My life is my 
greatest masterpiece.

You are at the start of an incredible journey. And I am here to help you walk your divine path toward living your Creative 
Mission every day and in every way. This book will help you remember who you truly are, liberate yourself with your creative 
practices, and embody your Creative Mission fully. If you’re someone who has always wanted to call yourself an artist or 
express yourself more clearly in the world, I’ll help you see that you’re so much more creative than you give yourself credit 
for. By the end, you’ll be ready to paint your world in Technicolor and live your most unapologetic and expressed life, knowing 
that when you do, you heal yourself and create your world in alignment with your truth. And finally, you’ll be ready to put all 
of this magic into sacred service, and help others find more freedom in their own lives too.

Each person’s Divine Purpose Path looks completely different, and a lot of times, you don’t (and won’t!) even know exactly 
where you are headed. Your Divine Purpose Path is the imaginary winding and curving road that represents your unique 
journey toward living your Creative Mission. Along your path, you’ll find all the breakthroughs, breakdowns, moments of bliss, 
hard lessons, and ecstatic experiences that have made you who you are. As you move forward on your path, you’ll begin to 
meet all of the amazing beings you’ll connect with and inspire through your creative liberation. Your path won’t always be 
clear, but if you keep taking the steps forward, it will always magically appear before you.

Walking your Divine Purpose Path is going to help you figure out what makes you come 
alive. When you recommit to your Creative Mission and honor what you were put 
here on Earth to do, you will actually create the world that you want to see . . . 

instead of just dreaming about it! This book is the magical life map to sparking 
your own unique, creative spirit-led revolution. Together, we’ll take this 

process step-by-step so that you will feel crystal clear and empowered 
to move forward with confidence and wild creativity.

Every single person on this planet arrives with a sacred Creative 
Mission—a reason for why you are here that was whispered into 
your ear before you were born. When you live in alignment with your 
Creative Mission, you flourish. When you live in opposition to your 

Creative Mission, you struggle and feel incomplete.

Your Creative Mission is where your creativity intersects with your 
drive to make a difference in this world. It wasn’t until I found my Creative 

Mission that I realized that I too am an artist and that I can create something 
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world changing. And while I love to paint and practice my guitar, my primary 
creative medium is my life.

Most people I meet have been hiding from their Creative Mission for a good part of 
their lives. But that’s like putting part of yourself in a box and not letting anyone see 
it . . . including yourself. When you let yourself show up fully, wild and expressed, 
you feel more alive, more authentic, and more like you! That’s the place where all 
the magic begins.

I want you to see yourself as a Radiant Wildheart on a mission. A Creative Mission. 
I know that we all have an infinite source of creative power and resilience within us 
that we can use to shift systems and disrupt the status quo. When you apply your 
creative power to your life, magic happens and prosperity flows. This concept of 
tapping into your creativity and using it to make a difference in the world is the 
missing piece for most people. You don’t have to change who you are to make an 
impact. You can help people by being yourself, doing what you love, and sharing 
your truth with the world.

ABOUT THIS BOOK
Identify your creative mission and fulfill your purpose, guided by an inspiring 
road map of enthusiastic pep talks, artistic exercises, writing prompts, and a 
unique archetypal framework.

As a bold and unique individual, you arrived on this planet with a sacred, Creative 
Mission—a reason for being that was whispered into your ear before you were 
born. But when negative forces seem to stifle you, how do you find the clarity, 
confidence, and resilience to share your gifts with the world?

Everyone has the power to become a revolutionary artist. In this guide to 
unapologetic self-expression and liberation, Shereen Sun, founder of Radiant 
Wildheart, supports you in finding the deep personal healing that can be found 
from walking your Divine Purpose Path. With her encouragement and exercises, 
you will:

•     discover your Creative Mission and 
meet your elemental archetype

•     cultivate your inner artist to align with 
your values and goals

•     utilize your natural gifts to live your 
truth

•     channel your rebellious energy into 
a positive force for your community, 
your career, and the world

Magical illustrations paired with straightfor-
ward advice will inspire you to express yourself 
in the world. When you awaken your inner artist 
and give them the space to flourish, your wildest, 
most authentic life can’t help but manifest. Are 
you ready to give your inner artist space to play?ISBN: 9781401963460 • $19.99

AVAILABLE: MARCH 23, 2023



Most people consider life a battle, but life is not a battle, it is a game.

It is a game, however, which cannot be played successfully without 
the knowledge of spiritual law, and the Old and the New Testaments give 
the rules of the game with wonderful clearness. Jesus Christ taught that 
it was a great game of Giving and Receiving.

“Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap.” This means 
that whatever man sends out in word or deed, will return to him: what 
he gives, he will receive. 

If he gives hate, he will receive hate; if he gives love, he will receive 
love; if he gives criticism, he will receive criticism; if he lies he will be lied 
to; if he cheats he will be cheated. We are taught also, that the imaging 
faculty plays a leading part in the game of life.

“Keep thy heart (or imagination) with all diligence, for out of it are 
the issues of life.” (Prov. 4:23.)

This means that what man images, sooner or later externalizes 
in his affairs. I know of a man who feared a certain disease. It was a 
very rare disease and difficult to get, but he pictured it continually and 
read about it until it manifested in his body, and he died, the victim of 
distorted imagination.

So we see, to play successfully the game of life, we must train the 
imaging faculty. A person with an imaging faculty trained to image only 
good, brings into his life “every righteous desire of his heart”—health, 
wealth, love, friends, perfect self-expression, his highest ideals.

The imagination has been called, “The Scissors of The Mind,” and 
it is ever cutting, cutting, day by day, the pictures man sees there, and 
sooner or later he meets his own creations in his outer world. To train 
the imagination successfully, man must understand the workings of his 
mind. The Greeks said: “Know Thyself.”

There are three departments of the mind, the subconscious, 
conscious and superconscious. The subconscious, is simply power, 
without direction. It is like steam or electricity, and it does what it is 
directed to do; it has no power of induction.

Whatever man feels deeply or images clearly, is impressed upon 
the subconscious mind, and carried out in minutest detail.

For example: a woman I know, when a child, always “made believe” 
she was a widow. She “dressed up” in black clothes and wore a long 
black veil, and people thought she was very clever and amusing. She 
grew up and married a man with whom she was deeply in love. In a short 
time he died and she wore black and a sweeping veil for many years. 
The picture of herself as a widow was impressed upon the subconscious 
mind, and in due time worked itself out, regardless of the havoc created.

“Take care of each moment and you will 
take care of all time.”

— Buddha 

The conscious mind has been called mortal or carnal mind.

It is the human mind and sees life as it appears to be. It sees death, 
disaster, sickness, poverty and limitation of every kind, and it impresses 
the subconscious.

The superconscious mind is the God Mind within each man, and is 
the realm of perfect ideas.

In it, is the “perfect pattern” spoken of by Plato, The Divine Design; 
for there is a Divine Design for each person.

“There is a place that you are to fill and no one else can fill, 
something you are to do, which no one else can do.”

There is a perfect picture of this in the superconscious mind. 
It usually flashes across the conscious as an unattainable ideal— 
“something too good to be true.”

In reality it is man’s true destiny (or destination) flashed to him 
from the Infinite Intelligence which is within himself.

Many people, however, are in ignorance of their true destinies and 
are striving for things and situations which do not belong to them, and 
would only bring failure and dissatisfaction if attained.

For example: A woman came to me and asked me to “speak the 
word” that she would marry a certain man with whom she was very 
much in love. (She called him A. B.)

I replied that this would be a violation of spiritual law, but that I 
would speak the word for the right man, the “divine selection,” the man 
who belonged to her by divine right.

I added, “If A. B. is the right man you can’t lose him, and if he isn’t, 
you will receive his equivalent.” She saw A. B. frequently but no headway 
was made in their friendship. One evening she called, and said, “Do 
you know, for the last week, A. B. hasn’t seemed so wonderful to me.” 
I replied, “Maybe he is not the divine selection— another man may be 
the right one.” Soon after that, she met another man who fell in love 
with her at once, and who said she was his ideal. In fact, he said all the 
things that she had always wished A. B. would say to her.

She remarked, “It was quite uncanny.”

She soon returned his love, and lost all interest in A. B.

This shows the law of substitution. A right idea was substituted for 
a wrong one, therefore there was no loss or sacrifice involved.

Jesus Christ said, “Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his 
righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you,” and he 
said the Kingdom was within man.

The Kingdom is the realm of right ideas, or the divine pattern.

“With God all things are possible.” 
— Matthew 19:26

The Game of Life
The following is an excerpt from The Game of Life and How to Play It by Florence Scovel Shinn, 

© 2023, printed with permission from the publisher Hampton Roads Publishing. 

“By studying and practicing the principles laid down in this book, 
one may find prosperity, solve problems, have better health, achieve 

personal relations—in a word, win the game of life.”

— Norman Vincent Peale



Jesus Christ taught that man’s words played a leading part in the 
game of life. “By your words ye are justified and by your words ye are 
condemned.”

Many people have brought disaster into their lives through idle 
words.

For example: A woman once asked me why her life was now one 
of poverty and of limitation. Formerly she had a home, was surrounded 
by beautiful things and had plenty of money. We found she had often 
tired of the management of her home, and had said repeatedly, “I’m 
sick and tired of things—I wish I lived in a trunk,” and she added: 
“Today I am living in that trunk.” She had spoken herself into a trunk. 
The subconscious mind has no sense of humor and people often joke 
themselves into unhappy experiences.

For example: A woman who had a great deal of money, joked 
continually about “getting ready for the poorhouse.”

In a few years she was almost destitute, having impressed the 
subconscious mind with a picture of lack and limitation.

Fortunately the law works both ways, and a situation of lack may 
be changed to one of plenty.

For example: A woman came to me one hot summer’s day for a 
“treatment” for prosperity. She was worn out, dejected and discouraged. 
She said she possessed just eight dollars in the world. I said, “Good, we’ll 
bless the eight dollars and multiply them as Jesus Christ multiplied the 
loaves and fishes,” for He taught that every man had the power to bless 
and to multiply, to heal and to prosper.

She said, “What shall I do next?”

I replied, “Follow intuition. Have you a ‘hunch’ to do anything, or 
to go anywhere?” Intuition means, intuition, or to be taught from within. 
It is man’s unerring guide, and I will deal more fully with its laws in a 
following chapter.

The woman replied: “I don’t know—I seem to have a ‘hunch’ to go 
home; I’ve just enough money for carfare.” Her home was in  a distant 
city and was one of lack and limitation, and the reasoning mind (or 
intellect) would have said: “Stay in New York and get work and make 
some money.” I replied, “Then go home—never violate a hunch.” I 
spoke the following words for her: Infinite Spirit open the way for great 
abundance for ______. She is an irresistible magnet for all that belongs 
to her by divine right.” I told her to repeat it continually also. She left for 
home immediately. In calling on a woman one day, she linked up with 
an old friend of her family.

Through this friend, she received thousands of dollars in a most 
miraculous way. She has said to me often, “Tell people about the woman 
who came to you with eight dollars and a hunch.”

There is always plenty on man’s pathway; but it can only be brought 
into manifestation through desire, faith or the spoken word. Jesus Christ 
brought out clearly that man must make the first move.

Ask, and it shall be given you, seek, and ye shall find, knock, and it 
shall be opened unto you. (Mat. 7:7).

In the Scriptures we read:

“Concerning the works of my hands, command ye me.”

Infinite Intelligence, God, is ever ready to carry out man’s smallest 
or greatest demands.

“Desire is God tapping at the door of your 
mind, trying to give you greater good.” 

— Catherine Ponder

Every desire, uttered or unexpressed, is a demand. We are often 
startled by having a wish suddenly fulfilled.

For example: One Easter, having seen many beautiful rose-trees in 
the florists’ windows, I wished I would receive one, and for an instant 
saw it mentally being carried in the door.

Easter came, and with it a beautiful rose-tree. I thanked my friend 
the following day, and told her it was just what I had wanted. 

She replied, “I didn’t send you a rose-tree, I sent you lilies!”

The man had mixed the order, and sent me a rose-tree simply 
because I had started the law in action, and I had to have a rose-tree.

Nothing stands between man and his highest ideals and every 
desire of his heart, but doubt and fear. When man can “wish without 
worrying,” every desire will be instantly fulfilled.

I will explain more fully in a following chapter the scientific reason 
for this and how fear must be erased from the consciousness. It is man’s 
only enemy—fear of lack, fear of failure, fear of sickness, fear of loss 
and a feeling of insecurity on some plane. Jesus Christ said: “Why are 
ye fearful, oh ye of little faith?” (Mat. 8:26). So we can see we must 
substitute faith for fear, for fear is only inverted faith; it is faith in evil 
instead of good.

The object of the game of life is to see clearly one’s good and to 
obliterate all mental pictures of evil. This must be done by impressing 
the subconscious mind with a realization of good. A very brilliant man, 
who has attained great success, told me he had suddenly erased all 
fear from his consciousness by reading a sign which hung in a room. 
He saw printed, in large letters this statement—“Why worry, it will 
probably never happen.” These words were stamped 
indelibly upon his subconscious mind, and he has now 
a firm conviction that only good can come into his life, 
therefore only good can manifest.

“Today I recognize the abundance of life. I 
animate everything in my experience with 
this idea.”

— Ernest Holmes 
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upcoming titles from Hampton Roads

THE AWAKE DREAMER 
Samantha Fey | ISBN: 9781642970401
$18.95 | Paperback | Available NOW!

SUBTLE ENERGY WORK 
Synthia Andrews | ISBN: 9781637480083

$22.95 | Paperback | Available NOW!

REVELATIONS OF ARAMAIC JESUS 
Neil Douglas-Klotz | ISBN: 9781642970418

$19.95 | Paperback | Available NOW!

THE GAME OF LIFE AND HOW TO PLAY IT  
Gift Edition, Includes Expanded Study Guide

Florence Scovel Shinn, Edited by Chris Gentry 
Foreword by Laura Berman Fortgang

ISBN: 9781642970470 | $15.95 | Hardcover

The complete and original New Thought classic upgraded for 
the 21st century with study questions and action items that 
help you apply Shinn’s wisdom to change your life!

MEISTER ECKHART’S BOOK OF 
DARKNESS & LIGHT 

Jon M. Sweeney, Mark S. Burrows, &  
Meister Eckhart | ISBN: 9781642970456

$16.95 | Paperback | Available March 2023!

JANE AUSTEN’S 
 LITTLE BOOK OF WISDOM
Jane Austen, Compiled by Kirk Assaf 

ISBN: 9781642970494
$18.00 | Paperback | Available NOW!
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SCIENCE, BEING & BECOMING: The Spiritual Lives of Scientists
ISBN: 9781958921050 • $17.99

Science, Being, & Becoming reminds us that some scientists, perhaps many, have had 
the same kinds of profound psychic, mystical, and spiritual experiences that people 
have reported throughout history.

A NEW STORY OF WHOLENESS:  
An Experential Guide for Connecting 

the Human Family
ISBN: 9781958921098 • $15.99

“A New Story of Wholeness asserts itself 
among the great texts on spiritual 

evolution and Unity consciousness, 
allowing us to create and share a new narrative grounded in 

love, harmony, and interconnection. Study this guide. Your new life awaits you.”

– Michael Bernard Beckwith,  
founder & CEO, Agape International Spiritual Center

CHOCOLATE LOVER’S MESSAGE CARDS 
(70 affirmation cards, boxed)
by Rosie Shalhoub
Publisher: Animal Dreaming Publishing
ISBN: 9780994524805  |  $29.95

Everyone loves chocolate, right? What if we told you 
that besides its addictive qualities, which are said to offer 
natural highs, chocolate can also be looked to for personal 
advice or spiritual affirmation? Chocolate holds within it 
symbolic wisdom potent enough to guide you along life’s 
path. Depending on what type of chocolate you prefer, it 
is possible to determine things about your personality or 
what direction you may want to take in life. Rosie Shalhoub 
– a life-long, dedicated, die-hard fan of chocolate – has 
developed the Chocolate Lover’s Message Cards to show 

you that while you may have reason to love chocolate, chocolate, in its own way, loves you right back! 

SACRED BIRD ORACLE 
(44 cards w/guidebook, boxed)
by Katha Sager, Shardai Frehlich
Publisher: Animal Dreaming Publishing
ISBN: 9780646847207  |  $29.95

The Sacred Bird Oracle Cards represent Bird Spirits as they fly 
high in the sky, soaring through the air touching our souls, 
inspiring and motivating us to maintain altitude and to rise 
above life’s struggles to gain spiritual awareness, allowing us 
to keep our heads above the clouds.

Whatever guidance you seek in any area of your everyday life, 
whether it be from Guides, Angels or loved ones, this beautiful 
44-card deck will guide you and help you use your abilities to 
remain in control of your emotions and find a pathway through 
the hardships in your life.

KEY TO SPIRITUAL AND PSYCHIC 
DEVELOPMENT TABLE TIPPING 
An Exciting & Direct Communication
by Angela M Mattey 
Publisher: Tam Enterprises
ISBN: 9781882836000  |  $17.95

This 360 page text is packed with the how to's for 
communicating directly with spirit guides and deceased 
loved ones. By reading this book, you can safely practice and 
become your own spirit medium like John Edward, exploring 
the realms of spirit and hearing about what happens after 
physical death. You will get to know your personal spirit 
guides and through their eyes discover your soul's goals for 
this lifetime, understand present personal relationships, learn 
about your past lives that have impact upon your present life 
and discover so much more for personal growth.

YOU ARE YOUR HEALER 
The Ultimate Guide to Heal Your Past, Trans-
form Your Life & Awaken to Your True Self
by  Yol Swan 
Publisher: Sri Devi Press
ISBN: 9780986365454  |  $18.95

What would your life feel like if you could let go of the past 
to be completely present and at peace? This extraordinary 
book shows you how. Integrating ancient Vedic wisdom into 
a practical system of self-discovery, spiritual teacher and 
author Yol Swan guides you through an empowering process 
to understand the nature of your reality and heal the wounded 
perception that blocks the love and happiness for which you 
yearn. With over thirty years of experience exploring the 
mind, psychology, and spirituality, she helps clients across 
the world gain inner knowledge and freedom.

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20478~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
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AUNT JACKI’S ULTIMATE PILLAR CANDLES  
(9 styles to choose from)

Coventry Creations
$14.50

Love Me (red) | 819470013867
Uncrossing (black) | 819470013881
Quick Cash (green) | 819470013843

Reversing (red & black) | 819470013898
Road Opener (deep blue) | 819470013904
Crown of Success (yellow) | 819470014307

Van Van/Bad Vibe Away (white) | 819470013911
Healing Prescription (deep aqua) | 819470013874

Fiery Wall of Protection (yellow/orange) | 819470013850

This brand new line of candles 
replaces the popular former Hoo-
Doo line and each has their own 
scent and blend of herbs and oils. 
Each also has its own intention 
and blessing. They are 2x4” and 
have a burn time of approximately 
40 hours.

DIMENSIONS OF LIGHT  
Natural Energy for Soul Illumination 

(53 cards & guidebook, boxed)

Alana Fairchild and Barry Stevens (artist)

ISBN: 9781922573414 | $28.95 

Holders of the light, the elevated vibration of the seen and 
unseen, these beautiful hand-painted mandalas are spiritual 
catalysts of love, healing, blessings and uplifting transformation. 
Select a card for guidance or reflection, gaze upon the image, 
and allow gentle illumination to nourish you. Feel into the 
accompanying messages to magnify the radiance of the sacred 
geometry and further open your heart to healing alchemy. Place 
a card on your altar or vision board to increase divine beauty and 
welcome supportive energy for your soul journey.

OWL SRI YANTRA CRYSTAL GRID  
(8” round, natural finish)

Zen&Meow
ISBN: 9789991597089 | $22.00 

When you seek out Owl it is a way of reaching your 
Higher Self and truly seeing things from a spiritual 
perspective. You cannot deceive Owl, which is why this 
Spirit Animal reminds us to remain true to ourselves, 
our voice and our vision. Owl does not tolerate illusion 
or secrets.
This is an Owl Sri Yantra crystal grid made out of hardy birch 
wood and is 4mm thick with a natural finish. Stones and crystals 
are shown for illustrative purposes only and are sold separately

MOON PHASE TAROT CARD HOLDER 
(3 card holder)

Zen&Meow
ISBN: 9789991596570 | $16.00 

This creative work of art doubles as a tarot or oracle card 
holder! It can accommodate up to 3 full-sized cards. Made 
from 1/8" birchwood, it features the phases of  the moon 
engraved on a black background. Can also hold altar cards 
or your card of the day.  

Cards sold separately.

ASSORTED FACETED GEMSTONE 
PENDULUMS 

(approx.. 7.5 to 9.5” total length on silver-colored chain)

Amarveda
ISBN: 9799991596860 | $8.50 

These hand-crafted, faceted gemstone pendulums are 
sold assorted. They each hang from a silver chain and 
they range in length from approximately 7.5 inches to 
9.5 inches overall. The assortment includes, clear quartz, 
rose quartz, black onyx, amethyst, tiger's eye, citrine, green 
aventurine, opalite and others

Pendulums may vary slightly in size. We are sorry but due to the 
assorted nature of the product, choosing specific gemstone styles is 
not allowed. Picture shown is just an example. The pendulum(s) 
you receive will may not be the same as shown. ORACLE OF THE WYLDER ONES  

Messages and Affirmations From The Wylderness
(45 cards & guidebook, boxed)

Sharon McLeod
ISBN: 9781922573391 | $28.95 

From a whimsical world charged with insight, symbolism and 
premonition, these unique messengers are here with guidance 
and affirmations to invoke your inner wylderness and bring joy 
and adventure to all you do.

The Wylder Ones love your curiosity for the future, your desire for 
self-awareness and your keen sense of the interplay between choice 
and destiny. Faeries, Elementals, Prophecy and Wonder!  Sharon 
McLeod’s enchanting imagery and allegory invite you to glimpse 
the unknown, play with possibility and craft a life of delight!



Cards & Decks
AFRICAN GODS ORACLE: Magic & Spells Of The Orishas 
(36-card deck & 128-page guidebook)

 de Oxossi, Diego  
SKU: 139194 | 9781922579485 | $24.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 03/01/2023

ANIMAL POWER DECK: 75 Animals To Awaken Your 
Personal Magic (75-card deck & booklet)

 Charles, Alyson & Santiago, Willian  
SKU: 139270 | 9781797209579 | $24.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 08/16/2022 

AUSET EGYPTIAN ORACLE CARDS (44-card deck & 
guidebook)

 Jensen, Elisabeth & Klement, Marie  
SKU: 139129 | 9781925682625 | $24.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 10/01/2018 

DOORS OF SOMLIPITH:  
A New Dimension Of Card Reading (52-card deck)

 Cortez, Ana & Freeman, C J  
SKU: 138477 | 9780764365034 | $45.00  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 03/07/2023

ESSENTIAL OIL WELLNESS CARDS:  
Wellness Advocate Edition (61-cards w/ring hold)

 Marie, Hallie  
SKU: 139192 | 9781925946482 | $19.95  
Sub: Inspirational Decks & Cards  
PubDate: 03/01/2023

HEALTHY WITCH ORACLE CARDS

 Perkins, T J & Amazon, Jennifer  
SKU: 139204 | 9780764366260 | $19.99  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 03/28/2023 
 

LUMINOUS HUMANNESS ORACLE CARDS  
(44 cards & guidebook, boxed)

 Walden, Kelly Sullivan  
SKU: 139015 | 9781922573698 | $28.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 03/01/2023 

MIDNIGHT MAGIC: A Tarot Deck Of Mushrooms

 Richard, Sara  
SKU: 139003 | 9781507220139 | $24.99  
Sub: Tarot Decks, Sets & Accessories  
PubDate: 03/28/2023

MY FIRST MAGIC ORACLE  
(42-card deck & 96-page guidebook)

 Dudek, Gwenaelle  
SKU: 139044 | 9781922579584 | $19.95  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 03/01/2023

MYSTIC MONDAYS: The Astro Alignment Deck—A Deck 
& Guidebook For Celestial Connection (80-card deck & 
guidebook)

 Duong, Grace  
SKU: 139219 | 9780762479283 | $28.00  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 02/28/2023

PIXIE POP TAROT  
(79 full-color cards w/instruction booklet, boxed)

 Wilde, Jillian C. & Gomez, Shannon  
SKU: 139257 | 860613002637 | $38.00  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 11/01/2022

SHE SIRENS ORACLE: A 42-Card Deck & Guidebook

 Lister, Lisa  
SKU: 139088 | 9781788179348 | $24.99  
Sub: Divination Tools: Cards, Decks & Sets  
PubDate: 03/21/2023

SQUID CAKE MARSEILLE TAROT  
(78-card deck & 184-page guidebook)

 Rollar, Jess  
SKU: 139195 | 9781922785091 | $19.95  
Sub: Tarot Decks, Sets & Accessories  
PubDate: 03/01/2023

TAROT MEDIEVAL:  
The Mysteries Of The Initiate’s Path (78-card deck)

 Matthews, Caitlin & Kinghan, Wil  
SKU: 139207 | 9780764366208 | $29.99  
Sub: Tarot Decks, Sets & Accessories  
PubDate: 03/28/2023 

TAROT OF THE OWLS  
(78-card deck & 240-page guidebook)

 Chen, Pamela & Alba, Elisabeth  
SKU: 139022 | 9780738768212 | $31.99  
Sub: Tarot Decks, Sets & Accessories  
PubDate: 03/08/2023 
 

TAROT: The Marseille Arcana (78-card deck & booklet)

 Conver, Nicolas & Flame Tree Studio  
SKU: 139130 | 9781786646682 | $24.99  
Sub: Tarot Decks, Sets & Accessories  
PubDate: 11/22/2017
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Conscious Living Books
CHOOSE GRACE:  A Journal For Not Being  
So Hard On Yourself (And Others, Too!)

 Driven  
SKU: 139156 | 9780525617730 | $15.00  
Sub: Journal Writing  
PubDate: 12/06/2022 
 

CREATING STILLNESS: Mindful Art Practices & Stories 
For Navigating Anxiety, Stress & Fear

 Rose, Rachel  
SKU: 139060 | 9781623177591 | $17.95  
Sub: Managing Emotions  
PubDate: 03/07/2023 

HEAL YOUR ANCESTRAL ROOTS:  
Release The Family Patterns That Hold You Back

 Dayal-Gulati, Anuradha  
SKU: 138983 | 9781644117743 | $18.99  
Sub: Personal Fulfillment  
PubDate: 03/21/2023 

IT’S ALWAYS BEEN OURS: Rewriting The Story  
Of Black Women’s Bodies (Hardcover)

 Wilson, Jessica  
SKU: 139223 | 9780306827693 | $29.00  
Sub: Recovery: Eating Disorders & Food Addiction  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

KEEP LOOKING UP:  
Your Guide To The Powerful Healing Of Birdwatching

 Watts, Tammah  
SKU: 139092 | 9781401963347 | $16.99  
Sub: Nature & Environment  
PubDate: 03/07/2023 
 

MAGIC IN YOUR MIND (new edition)

 Andersen, U S & Tolle, Eckhart  
SKU: 139272 | 9781608688456 | $18.95  
Sub: Physical Success  
PubDate: 03/14/2023 
 

RADIANT WILDHEART: A Guide To Awaken Your Inner 
Artist & Live Your Creative Mission

 Sun, Shereen  
SKU: 137222 | 9781401963460 | $19.99  
Sub: Creativity & Self Expression  
PubDate: 03/28/2023 
 

RISE AND SHINE: How To Transform Your Life,  
Morning By Morning (Hardcover)

 Oliver, Kate & Oliver, Toby  
SKU: 138551 | 9780349429359 | $17.99  
Sub: Personal Fulfillment  
PubDate: 03/21/2023 
 

SELF-LOVE IN ACTION: Practical Ways To Bring 
Self-Compassion Into Work, Relationships & Everyday 
Life

 Crook, Zoe  
SKU: 139161 | 9780593436066 | $17.99  
Sub: Self-Love   
PubDate: 10/25/2022

TRANSFORMATIVE GRIEF: An Ancient Ritual Of Healing 
For Modern Times (Hardcover)

 Dunblazier, Tracee  
SKU: 139200 | 9780764366314 | $16.99  
Sub: Grief & The Grieving Process  
PubDate: 02/28/2023 
 
130139223

WHAT NEEDS TO BE SAID:  
Speak Your Truth, Release Shame, Find Oneness

 Reegan, Alex  
SKU: 139093 | 9781401971175 | $14.99  
Sub: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer Issues  
PubDate: 03/28/2023 
 

Metaphysical Books
10 MINUTE CRYSTAL HEALING: Easy Tips for Using Crys-
tals for Healing, Shielding, and Protection  

 Crane, Ann  
SKU: 139233 | 9780760379417 | $18.99  
Sub: Gems, Stones & Crystals  
PubDate: 12/19/2022 

365 AFFIRMATIONS FROM WOMEN WHO CHANGED THE 
WORLD: A Daily Affirmation Collection Inspired By 
Great Quotes From Great Women

 Editors of Sourcebooks  
SKU: 137535 | 9781728269009 | $16.99  
Sub: Affirmations   
PubDate: 03/07/2023

BLACK PEOPLE BREATHE:  
A Mindfulness Guide To Racial Healing (Hardcover)

 Clarke, Zee  
SKU: 139157 | 9781984860996 | $18.99  
Sub: Meditation & Prayer: General   
PubDate: 03/14/2023 
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BLESSING FROM AGNES

 Linville, Susan Urbanek  
SKU: 139180 | 9781950639168 | $17.50  
Sub: Spirit World   
PubDate: 03/01/2023 
 
 

BOOK OF MOLDAVITE:  
Starborn Stone of Transformation (Oversized Print)

 Simmons, Robert  
SKU: 139236 | 9781644119129 | $26.00  
Sub: Gems, Stones & Crystals  
PubDate: 03/07/2023 
 

CRYSTAL BASICS POCKET ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Energetic, 
Healing & Spiritual Power of 450 Gemstones

 Pearson, Nicholas  
SKU: 139132 | 9781644115039 | $19.99  
Sub: Gems, Stones & Crystals  
PubDate: 02/28/2023

CRYSTAL COMPANIONS: An A-Z Guide (Hardcover)

 Lahoud, Jessica  
SKU: 139191 | 9781922579379 | $16.95  
Sub: Gems, Stones & Crystals  
PubDate: 03/01/2023 

CRYSTAL HEALING FOR WOMEN: A Modern Guide To 
The Power Of Crystals For Renewed Energy, Strength & 
Wellness—Gift Edition (Hardcover)

 Lyons, Mariah K  
SKU: 139155 | 9780593435687 | $17.99  
Sub: Gems, Stones & Crystals  
PubDate: 11/08/2022

EASY TAROT COMBINATIONS:  
How To Connect The Cards For Insightful Readings

 Ellershaw, Josephine  
SKU: 139023 | 9780738772714 | $19.99  
Sub: Tarot Books  
PubDate: 03/08/2023 
 

FINDING THE FOOL:  
A Tarot Journey To Radical Transformation

 Wall, Meg Jones & Reed, Theresa  
SKU: 139172 | 9781578637874 | $18.95  
Sub: Tarot Books  
PubDate: 03/01/2023 

FLOW LEARNING:  
Opening Heart & Spirit Through Nature

 Cornell, Joseph Bharat  
SKU: 139229 | 9781565890954 | $19.95  
Sub: Spiritual Development: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 01/20/2022 
 

GOD AS DIVINE MOTHER:  
Wisdom & Inspiration For Love & Acceptance

 Yogananda, Paramahansa & Kriyananda  
SKU: 139162 | 9781565890688 | $19.95  
Sub: Yogananda  
PubDate: 12/01/2022 
 

GREEN WITCH’S GARDEN JOURNAL: From Herbs & 
Flowers To Mushrooms & Vegetables—Your Planner & 
Logbook For A Magical Garden (Hardcover)

 Murphy-Hiscock, Arin  
SKU: 139005 | 9781507220061 | $16.99  
Sub: Wicca  
PubDate: 03/07/2023

HEARTH WITCH’S GARDEN HERBAL: Plants, Recipes & 
Rituals For Healing & Magical Self-Care

 Franklin, Anna  
SKU: 139037 | 9780738772301 | $24.99  
Sub: Natural Magic: General  
PubDate: 03/08/2023

HORNS OF THE GODDESS

 Cannon, Dolores  
SKU: 139199 | 9781956945218 | $30.00  
Sub: Spiritual Development: New Thought   
PubDate: 03/01/2023 
 
 

IN THE WORLD, BUT NOT OF IT: Transforming Everyday 
Experience Into A Spiritual Path

 Hawkins, David R  
SKU: 139091 | 9781401964986 | $9.99  
Sub: Spiritual Development: New Thought   
PubDate: 03/28/2023 

IRISH WITCHES, MAGICIANS AND FAERIES

 Howard, Michael  
SKU: 130103 | 9781945147234 | $19.95  
Sub: Modern Wicca  
PubDate: 03/29/2023 
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JANE AUSTEN’S LITTLE BOOK OF WISDOM:  
Words On Love, Life, Society & Literature

 Austen, Jane & Assaf, Andrea Kirk  
SKU: 139196 | 9781642970494 | $18.00  
Sub: Nuggets Of Wisdom  
PubDate: 03/01/2023

LIGHT MESSAGES FROM THE PLEIADES:  
A New Matrix Of Galactic Order

 Klemm, Pavlina  
SKU: 139146 | 9781644118252 | $18.99  
Sub: Mediumship   
PubDate: 03/14/2023 

LITTLE BOOK OF CHAKRAS:  
An Introduction To Ancient Wisdom & Spiritual Healing

 Wild, Elsie  
SKU: 139271 | 9781787836853 | $9.99  
Sub: Chakras   
PubDate: 06/15/2021 

LITTLE BOOK OF GODDESSES:  
An Empowering Introduction To Glorious Goddesses

 Carvel, Astrid  
SKU: 139268 | 9781800071988 | $9.99  
Sub: Goddess & The Feminine   
PubDate: 09/06/2022 

LITTLE BOOK OF WITCHCRAFT:  
An Introduction To Magick & White Witchcraft

 Hurrell, Judith  
SKU: 139220 | 9781800074071 | $10.99  
Sub: Wicca  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

MEISTER ECKHART’S BOOK OF DARKNESS & LIGHT: 
Meditations On The Path Of The Wayless Way

 Sweeney, Jon M & Burrows, Mark  
SKU: 139197 | 9781642970456 | $16.95  
Sub: Meditation & Prayer: General   
PubDate: 03/01/2023 

MOON SIGN GUIDE:  
An Astrological Look At Your Inner Life (Hardcover)

 Gat, Annabel  
SKU: 139269 | 9781797207094 | $19.95  
Sub: Astrology: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 05/03/2022 

NIGHT SCHOOL (THE): Lessons In Moonlight, Magic & 
The Mysteries Of Being Human (Hardcover)

 Toll, Maia & Clerc, Lucille  
SKU: 139267 | 9780762474295 | $24.00  
Sub: Astrology: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 08/09/2022 

NONDUAL LOVE:  
Awakening To The Loving Nature Of Reality

 Almaas, A H & Dass, Ram  
SKU: 139097 | 9781645471516 | $21.95  
Sub: Spiritual Development: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 03/21/2023 
 

POWER OF AWE: Overcome Burnout & Anxiety, Ease 
Chronic Pain, Find Clarity & Purpose—In Less Than 1 
Minute Per Day (Hardcover)

 Eagle, Jake & Amster, Michael  
SKU: 139218 | 9780306828973 | $29.00  
Sub: Meditation & Prayer: General   
PubDate: 01/03/2023

PROTECTION & REVERSAL MAGICK:  
A Witch’s Defense Manual—Revised & Updated

 Miller, Jason (Inominandum)  
SKU: 139168 | 9781578637997 | $18.95  
Sub: Natural Magic: General  
PubDate: 03/01/2023 
 

RAISING BABY BY THE STARS: 
 A New Parent’s Guide To Astrology (Hardcover)

 Brown, Maressa  
SKU: 139226 | 9781648290954 | $20.00  
Sub: Astrology: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 02/21/2023

RAZORBLADE OF ZEN (Hardcover)

 Elliston, Michael  
SKU: 138474 | 9780764365263 | $29.99  
Sub: Buddhism: General   
PubDate: 03/28/2023 
 
 

RELIGHTING THE CAULDRON:  
Embracing Nature Spirituality In Our Modern World

 Allen, Wendy Van  
SKU: 139024 | 9780738771786 | $21.99  
Sub: Natural Magic: General  
PubDate: 03/08/2023 

REVELATIONS OF THE RUBY CRYSTAL  

 Clow, Barbara Hand  
SKU: 139150 | 9781591434856 | $20.00  
Sub: Visionary Fiction  
PubDate: 03/21/2023 
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RITUAL: Magical Celebrations Of Nature & Community 
From Around The World (Hardcover)

 Van De Car, Nikki & Tamlin, Barbara  
SKU: 139217 | 9780762481422 | $20.00  
Sub: Mysticism   
PubDate: 03/14/2023 

SAINT GERMAIN ON ADVANCED ALCHEMY: Discover 
Alchemical Formulas For The Aquarian Age, Vol.2

 Lewis, David Christopher  
SKU: 139273 | 9781636259277 | $19.95  
Sub: Alchemy  
PubDate: 11/06/2022 
 

SCIENTIFIC HEALING AFFIRMATIONS

 Yogananda, Paramahansa  
SKU: 139228 | 9781565891968 | $14.95  
Sub: Spiritual & Psychic Healing   
PubDate: 09/27/2021 
 

SPIRITUALITY FOR EVERY DAY: Simple Tips & Calming 
Quotes To Help You Find Your Inner Peace (Hardcover)

 Summersdale  
SKU: 139214 | 9781800074385 | $10.99  
Sub: Spiritual Development: General & Miscellaneous   
PubDate: 03/07/2023 

STORIES FROM INDIA, VOL.1

 Yogananda, Paramahansa  
SKU: 139232 | 9781565891050 | $16.95  
Sub: Yogananda  
PubDate: 02/01/2022} 
 
 

SURVIVING YOUR SATURN RETURN: A Guided Journal To 
Help You Thrive In Your Cosmic Coming-Of-Age

 Fenrir, Phoebe  
SKU: 139213 | 9780762481736 | $18.00  
Sub: Astrology: Signs, Houses, Planets & Aspects  
PubDate: 02/07/2023 

TEACHING WITCHCRAFT:  
A Guide For Students & Teachers Of Wicca

 Batty, Miles  
SKU: 139036 | 9780738772424 | $29.99  
Sub: Wicca  
PubDate: 03/08/2023

THANK YOU, MASTER: Direct Disciples Remember 
Paramhansa Yogananda

 Hare Krishna Ghosh & Ghosh, Meera & Deitz, Margaret 
Bowman  
SKU: 139231 | 9781565891135 | $14.95  
Sub: Yogananda  
PubDate: 01/05/2022 

TOUCH OF PEACE: Living The Teachings Of 
Paramhansa Yogananda (Oversized Print)

 Jyotish, Nayaswami & Devi, Nayaswami  
SKU: 139230 | 9781565890961 | $21.95  
Sub: Yogananda  
PubDate: 06/21/2021 
 

YOU ARE STRONG AND WORTHY:  
Celebrating The Yogi In All Of Us (Hardcover)

 Hansen, Harmony Willow  
SKU: 139225 | 9781523514403 | $17.00  
Sub: Meditation & Prayer: General   
PubDate: 03/28/2023

Sidelines
CANDLE PILLAR:  
Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate - Reversing (2x4”, red & black)

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139263 | 819470013898 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/09/2023

CANDLE PILLAR:  
Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate: Love Me (2x4”, lipstick red)

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139261 | 819470013867 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/06/2023

CANDLE PILLAR:  
Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate: Quick Cash (2x4”, green)

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139262 | 819470013843 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/06/2023

CANDLE, PILLAR : Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate:  
Crown of Success (2x4” scented pillar, yellow)

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139258 | 819470014307 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/06/2023

CANDLE, PILLAR:  
Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate - Road Oepner (2x4”, deep blue)

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139264 | 819470013904 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/09/2023
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CANDLE, PILLAR:  
Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate - Uncrossing (2x4”, black)

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139265 | 819470013881 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/09/2023

CANDLE, PILLAR: Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate - VanVan  
(Bad Vibe Away) (2x4”, white) 

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139266 | 819470013911 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/09/2023

CANDLE, PILLAR: Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate: Fiery Wall of 
Protection (2x4” yellow/orange pillar)

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139259 | 819470013850 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/06/2023

CANDLE, PILLAR: Aunt Jacki’s Ultimate:  
Healing Prescription (2x4” deep aqua)

 Coventry Creations  
SKU: 139260 | 819470013874 | $14.50  
Sub: Candles & Candle Accessories  
PubDate: 01/06/2023

PENDULUM BOARD:  
Raven (6 inch circular design, color finished)

 Zen&Meow  
SKU: 139164 | 9789991597164 | $20.00  
Sub: Ritual/Ceremonial/Magickal Sidelines  
PubDate: 12/14/2022

PENDULUM BOARD:  
Triple Goddess (8” circular design, painted)

 Zen&Meow  
SKU: 139163 | 9789991597171 | $25.50  
Sub: Ritual/Ceremonial/Magickal Sidelines  
PubDate: 12/14/2022

WOODEN BEAD: Pentacle (1/”8 thick birch plywood)

 Zen&Meow  
SKU: 139153 | 9789991597140 | $2.70  
Sub: Arts & Crafts Sidelines  
PubDate: 12/13/2022

Wellness Books
AFRICAN AMERICAN HERBALISM:  
A Practical Guide To Healing Plants & Folk Traditions

 VanDyke, Lucretia  
SKU: 139275 | 9781646043521 | $16.95  
Sub: Herbs: Medicinal, Healing & Herbals  
PubDate: 10/04/2022 

BREATHWORK COMPANION:  
Unlock The Healing Power Of Breathing

 Townsend, Margaret  
SKU: 139227 | 9781648290787 | $19.99  
Sub: Breathing & Lungs   
PubDate: 01/17/2023

PRESCRIPTION FOR NUTRITIONAL HEALING: The A-To-Z 
Guide To Supplements—Everything You Need To Know 
About Selecting & Using Vitamins, Minerals, Herbs & 
More (Oversized Print) (6th edition)

 Balch, Phyllis A  
SKU: 138290 | 9780593330586 | $40.00  
Sub: Food Medicine  
PubDate: 03/14/2023

PRESCRIPTION FOR NUTRITIONAL HEALING: The A-To-Z 
Guide To Supplements—Everything You Need To Know 
About Selecting & Using Vitamins, Minerals, Herbs & 
More (6th edition)

 Balch, Phyllis A  
SKU: 138289 | 9780593541043 | $20.00  
Sub: Food Medicine  
PubDate: 03/14/2023

REIKI ILLUSTRATED: The Visual Reference Guide Of 
Hand Positions, Symbols & Treatment Sequences For 
Common Conditions

 Lee, Hae  
SKU: 139158 | 9780593435656 | $18.99  
Sub: Reiki   
PubDate: 11/15/2022

SPIRITUAL ACTIVATOR: 5 Steps To Clearing, Unblocking 
& Protecting Your Energy To Attract More Love, Joy & 
Purpose (Hardcover)

 Nino, Oliver  
SKU: 139087 | 9781401967710 | $24.99  
Sub: T’ai Chi Ch’uan & Qigong   
PubDate: 03/21/2023 

VEGAN: Nutritious, Delicious Planet Friendly Meals

 Australian Women’s Weekly  
SKU: 139083 | 9780744072877 | $19.99  
Sub: Cookbooks: Vegan  
PubDate: 03/28/2023 

Young Readers Books
LUMINARY: A Magical Guide To Self-Care (Hardcover)

 Scelsa, Kate  
SKU: 139237 | 9781665902342 | $18.99  
Sub: Teen Witch & Related  
PubDate: 11/08/2022 
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Conceived amidst the horrors and hellfire 
of the Second World War, Mária Szepes' 
novel  about a man's search for the Elixir 

of Life offered a glimpse of hope at 
a time of con-flagration.

 

9780965262170 - $25.95

A demonstration that mysticism of letters and 
numbers—the true Kabbalah— is a universal 

teaching of great antiquity and depth

The Key to the True Kabbalah
9781885928306 • $22.99

Check Out Other Titles from Merkur Publishing
Frabato the Magician ....................................................9781885928306 ..... $22.99 
Initiation Into Hermetics ..............................................9781885928122 ..... $36.95
The Practice of Magical Evocation ..............................9781885928313 ..... $59.99

AVA I L A B L E  F R O M  N E W  L E A F  D I S T R I B U T I N G  C O M PA N Y

Babaji and the 18 Siddha Kriya Yoga Tradition
by Marshall Govindan              new 10th edition

ISBN 978-1-895383-00-3   $21.50     216 pages

The first authoritative biography 
of Babaji, the immortal master 
made famous by Yogananda’s 
Autobiography of a Yogi, an 
all-time best seller. Babaji lives 
today near Badrinath, in the 
upper Himalayan mountains. 
His body has not aged since the 
age of sixteen, when centuries 
ago he attained the supreme 
state of enlightenment and 
divine transformation. This 
rare account, by a long time 
disciple, reveals their little 
known life stories, ancient culture and present mission, as 
well as how their Kriya Yoga can be used to bring about 
the integration of the material and spiritual dimensions of 
life. Clear explanations of the psychophysiological effects 
of Kriya Yoga and guidelines for its practice are given. A 
book which will inspire you.

K r i y a  Y o g a  P u b l i c a t i o n s

from  MOUNT SHASTA LIGHT PUBLISHING

ISBN: 9780970090249 • $18

Telos, Vol. 1: Revelations of the New Lemuria
This book touches the very core of your heart by bringing the memories of a 
glorious past imprinted upon our soul and how we can reconcile the past and 
future with the present.

Telos, Vol. 2: Messages for the Enlightenment…
The eye opener and spiritual gold nuggets this heart-warming book contains 
prepares the readers to embrace the initiations and wisdom that will be 
required in order to be admitted in a fifth dimensional paradise.

Telos, Vol. 3: Protocols of the Fifth Dimension
This material is designed to continue to stretch your heart and mind to another 
level of you Christhood and mastery.

Prayers to the Seven Sacred Flames
This easy to use booklet offers you a choice of over 50 devotional prayers to 
the Seven Sacred Flames for abundance healing and creating a raising of your 
Light quotient. These prayers will assist you in manifesting your Homecoming 
into the arms of Love and your own Divine Essence.

ISBN: 9780970090256 • $20

Books by Aurelia Louise Jones

ISBN: 9780970090270 • $22 ISBN: 9780979672309 • $7

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20474~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20476~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?TEMPLATE_SELLSHEET.PUBLIC~iact~handle=11248
https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20490~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC


https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20484~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC


https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20484~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
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TITLES FROM 
ORIGINAL PUBLICATIONS

9780943832074
$10.95

9780942272789
$7.95

9780942272000
$8.95

9780942272819
$7.95 9780942272079

$12.95

9780942272017
$8.95

TA P E S T R Y  P R O D U C T S

FEATURING THROW BLANKETS,  
TOTE BAGS, WALL-HANGINGS AND 

DECORATIVE PILLOWS!

Designed in mind for the healing arts,  
reiki, yoga, massage, and more.

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20473~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20480~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20493~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20531~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC


The Original 
angel®

 Cards

Sold exclusively through New Leaf distributing company

The Original Angel® 
Cards Book

9780934245500
$7.95

The Original Angel® 
Cards & Book Set

9780934245517
$18.95

The Original Angel® Cards   9780934245524  |  $11.95

Best-sellers! Over 1.3 million sold in six languages!

experience one of the most powerful ways to connect with the angels.

angels are inner companions, they help us look at the world in ways 
that infuse our lives with vitality and assist us to experience the deepest 

levels of understanding, creativity and caring. Created by Kathy Tyler 
and Joy drake, these cards will help evoke your intuitive abilities and 

renew your spiritual connections.

This Silver Anniversary Edition features 20 new cards, bonus 
stickers, pocket sized carrying case and more!

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20532~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC


WHAT DO  
THE GUARDIANS  

HAVE TO TELL YOU?

CRYSTAL DEVA CARDS: The Mineral Kingdom’s 
Messages of Self-Empowerment for the New 
Millennium

by Cindy Watlington, Photos by Rick Kopp
ISBN: 9780965298001  |  $29.95
44-Card Deck & Guidebook

These Crystal Deva Cards contain new 
information channeled from the 

Crystal Devas, Guardians of the Mineral 
Kingdom, to help human-kind heal the 
emotional and spiritual life lessons of today’s 
world.

This 44-Card deck features photos of 
exquisite crystals. The Devas have energized 
each card with its stone’s vibration for 
healing. Also included is a 320-page 
guidebook to link the cards to empowering 
Devic messages, helping you transform you 
life by releasing outdated belief systems, 
emotional entrapments and fear.

Very Popular!

https://go.newleaf-dist.com/scripts/ps?dict_promo/PROD~ishow~handle=20533~LISTVIEW=SEARCH.PUBLIC
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